Wallis Simpson was a newly renovated cottage, and has been furnished with luxury linens from the USA, toiletries from NZ and a mixture of modern and antique. Mrs Simpson, Dullstroom - Restaurant Reviews, Phone Number. Wallis Simpson - Dullstroom: See 249 unbiased reviews of Mrs Simpson, rated 4.5 of 5 on TripAdvisor and ranked #2 of 24 restaurants in Dullstroom. Royalty.nu - Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson, the Duke and Duchess Mrs Simpson: Secret Lives of the Duchess of Windsor - Amazon.co.uk Mrs Simpson trout fly-Mrs Simpson fishing fly: pictures, description of use in New Zealand, and where to buy-nzfishing. Wallis Simpson ordered rescue mission for her swimsuit in WW2. Despite the talk of “constitutional crisis” when the Prince and Princess of Wales separated and divorced a decade ago, the abdication of Edward VIII in 1936 was . History of the Monarchy The House of Windsor Edward VIII Buy Mrs Simpson: Secret Lives of the Duchess of Windsor by Charles Higham ISBN: 9780330426787 from Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible